EDU Guide to the writers template
The following is a quick guide to working with the writers template to create content ready
for development into an online learning resource. Make sure you save a copy of the
template with an appropriate name in your document folder before you start to type so that
you can reuse it.
When you create a new file from the
template you may be prompted by this
dialog box:

Click No

When you close the template file you may
be prompted by this dialog box:

Click Don’t Save

Resource title
Provide a title for the resource – add this to the header of the word document.
Example:

Try to keep this fairly short - it will appear at the top of each page of the resource and will
take up more space on smaller devices.
Example:
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Pages titles and sub-page titles
Section the content of the learning resource into pages, and sub-pages (if you need them),
styling the titles of these with the page title and subpage titles available on the Home ribbon
[shown below].

Highlight the heading then click the appropriate style.
Example:

Tip: You can see the structure of
your content as you write by
opening the navigation pane:

Select Navigation Pane in the
Show section of the View ribbon.
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The developers will use the title, headings and sub-page headings to create the pages and
navigation for the resource.
Resource title

Example:

Page title
Sub-page title

Sub-pages are indented in the
navigation menu and appear
only when that section is
active.

Adding content
Text
Break up your text with section headings, sub headings and lists and keep paragraphs fairly
short to aid reading online.
Images
Images and charts can be inserted within the pages but please also provide the developer
with a copy of the original, full sized version or the web link (URL) to the resource online.

Copyright: You must provide attributions and copyright information for
any resources used within the page.
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Comments
Notes to the developer can be added using the comments facility available from the Review
tab on the ribbon.

Select a word or phrase and click on New Comment.
Example 1:
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Example 2:

.

Note: The developers can create
graphics or animations from
sketches or ideas provided.

Layout
The developer will design the layout of each page based on the content provided but add
notes to the developer if you would like something displayed in a particular way, for
example in tabs, or highlighted in a pull quote.
[See user interface examples on the following pages]
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User interface examples:
Definition pop-up
Highlight the word or
phrase and provide
the definition in a
comment for the
developer.

When the user clicks
on the highlighted
text the definition will
appear.

Hyperlink to video
resource online

Quotation

Pull quote
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Tabs

Large amounts of content can overwhelm, particularly when reading online. A
tabbed interface displays the content for each tab when the user clicks the
appropriate tab heading. [Provide the developer with a suitable heading for each
tab.]

Horizontal
tabs

Vertical
tabs

If in doubt, or you have any ideas you’d like to discuss, get in touch with the EDL or
Lead Developer for your project. 
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